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Speaking notes (ICW) and summary of discussion of Meeting of owners of residential units in 

earthquake prone building, 6 June 2019 

Slide 1 – Introduction 

Attendees: 

 Owners from earthquake-prone residential buildings 

 Other owners interested in the topic 

 Students and staff from Faculty of Architecture and Design 

 Clrs Pannett, Dawson and Calvert – who all had to leave early for another meeting 

 National MPs Stuart Smith (Spokesperson for EQC) and Nicola Willis (Wellington Central) 

 Apologies from Wellington Central MP Grant Robertson, Minister Salesa – Minister of 

Building and Construction, Mayor Lester and Clr Foster, who all had other events. 

This meeting is being hosted by Inner City Wellington. 

ICW provides a voice for residents, property owners, businesses and organisation that live and 

operate in the inner city. 

Since our inception in 2008, the implications of seismic strengthening for owners of earthquake 

prone buildings has been a priority topic for lobbying of the Government and the Council. 

Our venue hosts tonight is Victoria University’s Faculty of Architecture and Design, represented by 

Morten Gjerde, an Associate Professor in the School of Architecture.  I would like to thank Morten 

on behalf of Inner City Wellington for his help in making this fantastic venue available for us. 

ICW is keen to build relationships with the University and we have previously had Morten speak at a 

meeting last year on Cooperative Housing as part of our ‘Living Environments for Our City 

Tomorrow’ series. We look forward to more collaborations. 

ICW is part of a collaborative lobby group which emerged in early 2018, and progressively got to six 

people.  Participants in this group include Neil Cooper, a body corporate chair and Founder of the 

Body Corporate Chairs’ Group, four owners of units in residential apartment buildings – Hazel 

Kirkham, George Kanelos, Christopher Butler and Simon Rogers. 

Slide 3 – Lobbying topics 

Prior to the Christchurch earthquakes ICW lobbied WCC for financial and advisory support as the 

Council had proactively developed its own policy under the 2004 Building Act – therefore it had a 

responsibility to support its ratepayers to implement the policy.   

Following the Christchurch earthquakes and throughout 2013-2016 when the current legislation was 

being developed, ICW focus was on ensuring residential owners and small business owners were 

kept in mind throughout the process. We constantly called for financial and advisory support as 

private owners were funding the public benefit of public safety.  We also called for certainty so that 

once an EQPB had been strengthened, it could not be assessed as earthquake prone again under a 

new building code.  
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ICW, along with the Body Corporate Chairs’ Group first proposed a lender of last resort in early 2017. 

Now, through the efforts of Wellington Central MP, Grant Robertson, supported by the data that 

many of you provided, some funding has been allocated in the recent Budget for a ‘Residential 

Earthquake Prone Building Financial Assistance Scheme’ with $23.3m of operating and capital 

expenditure allocated.   

Briefly, the scheme is a suspensory loan, available to owners of residential units in EQPB in high 

seismic risk areas (such as Wellington) who are in, or facing, financial hardship, and properties were 

bought or acquired before 1 July 2017.  We have no detail on how this will be implemented as yet. 

Mayor Lester has said he will be contacting Minister Salesa and Grant Robertson to work on the 

details.  Grant has advised that the work on the criteria is underway. 

This is an important first step, but support can’t stop there. Grant has said he sees this as a starting 

point in the support that is needed and he knows that it won’t address all the issues. 

[Post meeting update: Budget 2019 includes a total of $23.3m - $13.3m operating expenditure and 

$10m capital expenditure – for a residential earthquake-prone building financial assistance scheme. 

Details of this scheme are being developed for Cabinet approval in mid-2019. This will include 

decisions around the eligibility criteria, the form and amount of assistance available, and how the 

scheme will be administered. Once Cabinet has made a decision, Hon Jenny Salesa, Minister for 

Building and Construction, will make a more detailed announcement.] 

ICW has lobbied Council since 2015 to provide advisory support for body corporates to help them 

progress these projects.  This year, Council has indicated that advisory support will be more widely 

available, but the indications are that Council want to target it to owners of priority buildings.  We 

know that WCC is working on a proposal to Grant on this.  Advisory support must be available to all 

body corporates of residential apartment buildings – and the recent Budget announcement will 

increase the demand for that service.   

We know that a number of body corporates are struggling to access reliable technical and 

professional advice and often end up paying multiple times to get advice they can rely on.  ICW has 

also pushed for MBIE to set up this service in all our submissions to select committee but to date it 

hasn’t.  The conclusion in Council’s external review of the URM facades and parapets project shows 

that funding and advisory support are critical to helping projects progress. 

ICW submitted on the consultation document and interim report of the Tax Working Group calling 

for tax relief for owners who have already paid or are paying for mandatory seismic strengthening 

and that there must be an equitable approach for residential owner-occupiers.  The TWG 

recommendation was to reinstate depreciation for buildings.  We wrote to the Ministers of Finance 

and Revenue stating that this would not help owner-occupiers.   

We called for new thinking on how to fairly provide the same tax relief for residential owner-

occupiers and to make it retrospective.  There are precedents for retrospective tax relief following 

the Canterbury Earthquakes. Grant Robertson has been instrumental in ensuring that residential 

owner-occupiers do not get lost among the commercial property owners, including investor-

landlords, and he has said the Government is committed to making the work on seismic 

strengthening costs a priority in the tax work programme. 
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When ICW first started lobbying, the scale of the costs were not known. While the legislation allows 

for demolition, neither the Government of the day nor the Parliament as a whole considered the 

impact on private home owners who happen to live in an apartment and the viability of them 

demolishing and undertaking a development project.  The only option for some owners when the 

estimated costs and the financial risks of strengthening are so high is to sell – but that will be at 

discounted prices, with strengthen or demolish deadlines looming, and prosecution threats by 

councils.  There has to be some compensation mechanism for this group too. 

Slide 4 – Who we have talked to (ICW, owners in our collaborative lobby group and many 

individual owners) 

Since late 2017, when Grant Robertson got into Government, there has been a marked change in his 

engagement in our issues. Prior to that in Opposition, he was, in our view, not very vocal in pushing 

the previous Government to address the compliance burden of the legislation.  But helpfully he 

issued an opinion piece in 2016 in the DomPost which called on the government of the day to 

provide financial support for owners facing seismic strengthening. We are holding him to that – and 

he has delivered with the recently announced Financial Assistance Scheme.  Our collaborative lobby 

group has met regularly with him since then and as I outlined earlier is getting traction on some of 

the issues we’re raising. 

As mentioned earlier ICW submits on EQPB issues whenever there is the opportunity – and has been 

supported by owners, such as George and Christopher speaking about their experiences at the oral 

submissions.  Wellington City Council has latterly become more explicitly engaged with 

announcements of $500k for non-heritage building owners to apply for funds to help pay for reports 

and investigations and the advisory support, which I alluded to earlier. This has been spurred on in 

our view by Grant’s engagement. WCC has had funding owners of EQP heritage buildings can access 

to help fund investigations and towards strengthening costs in some cases.  It has the rates rebates 

scheme for those owners who have completed strengthening – but as many of you know the 

challenge is starting and funding the project.   

Clr Pannett has been engaged for many years and was instrumental in the rates rebate and the most 

recent announcements in the annual plan, and has sought ICW’s input on papers, eg around priority 

buildings.  Councillors are sympathetic, but owners don’t want sympathy and to be told ‘we feel for 

you’ – they want action, and they expect councillors and the mayor to be lobbying on their behalf as 

the four provincial mayors recently did. 

MBIE and its Minister in the current and previous Governments have been constantly difficult to 

engage with. They have not responded to frequent requests for meetings. Frustration at every turn 

with Official Information Act requests being refused, left to the last day and extended, then released 

after a complaint to the Ombudsman.  We have felt that the residential owners’ perspectives were 

not being taken into account, but they would probably engage with the Property Council. ICW and 

BCCG did meet with an MBIE official in early 2017 and we felt we got a good hearing but then he 

moved on.  

MBIE will be implementing the Financial Assistance Scheme and we have written to the Minister 

offering to work with officials to provide input – as we have done on numerous previous occasions – 

so we hope they will take us up on our offer.  Minister Salesa has asked for copies of this material. 
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The National Spokesperson for EQC asked to meet with us to get an overview of the wider seismic 

strengthening and insurance issues, not just EQC.  

Neil Cooper and I met with Engineering NZ to raise our concerns about capacity, about variability in 

assessments and how Engineering NZ could participate in advisory support provided via WCC and/or 

MBIE in a similar manner to the Christchurch Residential Advisory Service.  

Slide 4 – Emerging issues 

In our meetings with Grant we have raised the issue of the capacity in the sector or engineers and 

other professionals  to do the work that is required.   

We have heard of engineers not wanting to work with body corporates, of three engineering firms 

telling one body corporate they can’t even consider looking at the work – come back in six months 

and we’ll see; having to use engineers who are retired and no longer registered – which then means 

a registered engineer is required to sign-off the work; of waiting six months or longer for engineers 

to provide the reports; detailed design working taking a year.  

Identifying priority buildings and reducing timeframes will add to the pressure on the sector, on 

prices and on ability to meet timeframes.  WCC has until Dec 2019 to formally identify priority 

buildings.  While these will mainly be buildings on the EQPB List, there is the potential that others 

could be added as WCC has indicated it is still identifying buildings.  A number of buildings that 

aren’t identified as priority buildings have a similar shortened timeframe.  We reject totally views 

that owners have ‘had 15 years to do the work, they should have got on with it’.  We know the 

challenge many of you are facing.   

The wider demand on new infrastructure across the country, including Kiwibuild, is having an impact 

on the wider sector – and small players, such as body corporates, struggle to get into that space. The 

looming issue of the precast and hollowcore floors will also impact on capacity in the wider 

construction sector. We think there is a looming problem that will begin to affect body corporates’ 

ability to achieve legislated timeframes – despite best efforts to do so.  

We have raised this with Grant and he has advised that given these issues MBIE are looking at the 

scale of the programme now and what it means for timeframes. 

And now, issues with precast floors and hollowcore floors, are beginning to see buildings closed 

(Central Library), or under investigation (Bowen House). Precast/hollowcore floors began to be used 

in the 1980s building boom, with various standards issued in mid 2000s.   

MBIE has issued a new guidance document that can be used to assess the seismic ratings of 

buildings with precast/hollowcore floors.  But, the buildings assessed under the new voluntary 

guidance cannot be determined as earthquake prone as the new guidance is not part of the 

methodology that is set in legislation.  This is the case with the Central Library, where the floors are 

assessed as below 34% NBS.   MBIE is taking several years to gather feedback on the new guidance 

and how it would change the assessments of potentially earthquake prone buildings. It then has to 

undertake consultation prior to the new guidance being incorporated into legislation.  All this 

creates ongoing uncertainty. 
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What does it mean for apartments and owners in buildings that may have this type of construction?  

This raises lots of questions and we don’t have the answers.  Owners in some of these buildings may 

already have been assessed after receiving a letter from the Council saying the building is 

‘potentially earthquake prone’, which determined the building was not earthquake prone.   But 

could banks, lawyers (on behalf of potential purchasers) and insurance companies start asking for 

new assessments under this ‘voluntary’ guidance?  What are body corporates rights in these 

situations?   

We think MBIE should be providing guidance specifically for body corporates in residential 

apartment buildings of this type.  Each residential body corporate should not have to source and 

fund an interpretation of what this means for them – it leads to variability of interpretation, 

confusion and more costs.  

And insurance. We have raised this broader issue of huge premium increases with Grant as well as it 

is affecting residential body corporates across the board to some extent – though it is a double-

whammy for those facing - or have already faced - seismic strengthening costs. We know that Grant 

is engaged on this issue and has met with the Insurance Council and with CEOs of the main insurance 

companies.  In our view there is market failure as there is no choice.   When body corporates opt not 

to take natural disaster insurance because they know that some owners will not be able to afford it 

and that it’s not sustainable for all owners – or they face having to sell – that is market failure. 

We are concerned about the lack of transparency of brokers’ commissions, especially when faced 

with huge premium increases; reports of pressure selling where body corporates are only given a 

few days to decide and basically told there isn’t any point in looking elsewhere; and reports that 

body corporates are told that if they go directly overseas they won’t be able to get back into the NZ 

market.  We are concerned at the inconsistent approach to measuring what is residential for EQC 

purposes in mixed use buildings to determine if the building is commercial or residential – only 

what’s behind your front door of the apartment, when standalone EQC cover is much broader than 

that.  

The Mayor has called an insurance forum on June 10 which ICW will be attending. ICW and the Body 

Corporate Chairs’ Group is also meeting with Dame Silvia Cartwright who is undertaking a review of 

EQC. California has set up under legislation an EQ insurance body to provide affordable earthquake 

insurance.  The policies are available to single family homeowners and apartment buildings.  

[Post script from Neil Cooper (who was detained at work and unable to attend):  

1. Ask your broker for information on the size of their commission and send Neil the details so 

the Body Corporate Chairs’ Group can get an accurate picture. They may not like being asked 

but are required to tell you. Commission rates in excess of 10% are evident, but more 

examples are needed. 

2. Send Neil details of previous and new insurance levels, including any details of the extent to 

which any cover is provided overseas. 

3. If your broker has given you short notice of increases and/or applied pressure to sign in 

short timeframe, complain to the Finance and Insurance Ombudsman and the Commerce 

Commission, and cc Neil Cooper. The F&I Ombudsman and Commerce Commission respond 

to volume of complaints. 
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Email to neil_cooper@xtra.co.nz .  

A recent news article about a new building in Chch which has been assessed by multiple engineers, 

including peer reviews, is now the subject of a determination case before MBIE. How can a new 

building have such widely varying views on its’ compliance with the code?   

We hear about the building code needing to change (the insurance sector is saying this), we hear 

people saying the threshold needs to be 67% NBS not 34% NBS.  We hear people saying what if the 

thresholds change again in the future?  There is new ‘voluntary’ guidance being used that is resulting 

in closed buildings, buildings at risk of closure and buildings where commercial tenants are moving 

out because the seismic rating (%NBS) has been reduced. There is no certainty.  

Summary of discussion 

1. Insurance – it is compulsory under the Unit Titles Act; huge increases in his building – over 18 

years from $25k to $250k, and will go up 34% this month (June). This means owners cannot save 

for strengthening. Body corporate rates are high ($1100/mth - $1500/mth). Noted that MBIE 

policy paper stated a benefit of strengthening was that buildings would be more easily insured.  

2. Priority building as on emergency transport route – owner told Clrs at the meeting on priority 

buildings that the emergency routes were sensible, but who is going to pay for it? If I can’t pay, 

what will you do? No answer was given.  

3. Petition – 

a. concern that most people will not care as it does not affect them. Feedback that there is 

the potential to expand this beyond Wellington (eg, to Auckland and provincial areas) as 

they will be affected in due course. We need to get an MP to submit the petition and 

ICW would propose that Grant Robertson is the logical choice.  

b. Select committee process may not get satisfaction but will get publicity; ‘you created 

problem, you pay for it if you don’t change it’. 

4. Body Corporate experience – costing of detailed design about to start. While their figures in the 

survey were $60k/unit but expect that to six figures/unit. They have worked with the 

Remediation Team at Westpac (based in Auckland) which has been very helpful in working with 

BC/owners around finances, including working with other banks to get them on board. 

5. Owner experience – 

a. in a commercial/residential unit; can pay the $200k prosecution fine, but not the 

strengthening; can they take the land? Feedback (not legal advice) that the land is 

owned by all the owners in the body corporate and all owners have to agree to sell the 

land 

b. a loan (ie, Financial Assistance Scheme suspensory loan) meant owners were still being 

asked to pay. She wants to be able to leave inheritance for family. Let’s all say ‘can’t pay, 

won’t pay’. 

c. Tension of being an owner-landlord and acknowledged risks to tenants (Feedback: 

outlined California approach to mandatory strengthening and compliance, which is very 

different to NZ – and further information is needed on why NZ has taken this approach 

compared to other states with high seismic risk and older buildings). 

6. Other avenues being worked on to get action: 
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a. Fair Trading Act complaint on basis that NZ Society of Earthquake Engineers made 

misleading statements about risk, saying buildings at high risk, without evidence 

b. Private criminal prosecution under Crimes Act for deceptive statements causing loss 

7. Nicola Willis –  

a. noted the broad support across Parliament for the legislation and that the consequences 

are far more damaging than anyone in Parliament would have realised.  

b. Suggests requesting that the Government respond to your survey and the figures you 

shared about costs vs capital value of properties.  Does the Government agree with the 

figures?  If not, will they commission their own independent research?  

c. Noted there is more information available now and she is willing to work across 

Parliament for a solution 

d. Regulation Review Committee (of which she is a member) is an alternative to a petition 

and has an open view to complaints 

8. Banks lending restrictions – one owner suggested that the Reserve Bank imposed limit on 

lending could be reduced to make it easier to get loans on apartments that need to be 

strengthened 

9. Focus of argument : 

a. urged that we do not focus on number of lives lost or not lost as will lose the argument; 

better to focus on costs 

b. focus on solutions – including standardised processes so that every BC doesn’t have to 

reinvent the wheel and address deficient funding 

10. Stuart Smith –  

a. Don’t underestimate the select committee process (ie, with a petition); lots of politicians 

own apartments 

b. Bigger issue than Parliament realised and didn’t have implications in front of it; not just 

Wgtn issue but also provincial towns 

c. US URM ‘bolts plus’ – standardised design process that can be adopted by lots of 

buildings  

11. Standalone houses, why aren’t they involved – because of scale?  Feedback: Royal Commission 

after Canterbury EQs did recommend including standalone house, but the Government decided 

not to – probably because of the scale.  Noted that at the public Priority Buildings meeting a 

WCC officer had said that 30% of standalone houses were earthquake-prone. 

12. Compelling evidence – an audience member who is not an apartment owner, is a member of the 

public (ie, a beneficiary) said it was compelling evidence; agreed there should be a moratorium 

as in the middle of a housing crisis, can’t keep up with demand now, and this policy makes it 

worse.  
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